This work evaluates the effectiveness of a new hybrid algorithm in the training of modular neural networks with multilayers specialists. The algorithm is applied on the classification of electric disturbances previously characterized and pre-processed, making possible the comparison between its performance with multilayers perceptrons networks. It presents the algorithm's development and inclusion of delta-bar-delta rule, such as the data acquisition methodology and its preprocessing.
I. INTRODUCTION
The artificial neural network has been utilized to solve a large number of engennering problems, including functions aproximation [8] , control [9] as well as pattern classification [3] . The network type, its architecture and its training algorithm are chosen and evaluated according to dimension and complexity of the problems.
In the recent past years, the literature [10] presented some develoment directions in machine learning which have a highlight in this research scene, including the committee machines and also methods for scaling up supervised learning algorithms. During this period, ensembles studies, which deal with aggregation among many learning machines on the resolution of others complex problems, had a good effort with empiric data, formalization and new methods [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] . Following the same idea, new training methods, such as hierarchy and parallel processing, have been developed and evaluated in several aplications [8] , [15] , [17] , [18] , [19] .
The power quality suplied by an eletric system is one of the greatest point of interest for power supply companies and eletric energy consumers. Therefore, an efficient analisys of disturbances that imply in respect to power quality indices, in reduction of efficiency, is essential for all the agents involved [2] . The literature presents distinct approches in the acquisition, characterization and classification of disturbs present in high voltage transmission networks. Among another recent contribuitions, it could be included the application of Souza et al [4] and Ortiz et al [5] using multilayer perceptrons in disturbance classification. The discrete wavelet transform for characterization of voltage or current signals made by Machado et al [6] and, more recently, the detailed analysis of the influence of eletrical signal preprocessing in neural network classifier [1] . Following this develoment perspective, this work proposes a learning algorithm for extended modular neural network. The motivation is the unsatisfactory results in patterns classification and function approximation using Jacobs and Jordan architecture [16] . In such cases modular neural experts are composed by a single linear neurons layer and the training is done through associative gaussian mixture model.
The architecture proposed in this work uses multilayer preceptron experts, as shown in Figure 1 . The network has K experts, L layers of q neurons with linear or nonlinear activation function and bias as well as a gate network with similar architecture.
The description of the data to be classified is shown in section II. In section III the developed algorithm to train the modular network with multilayer experts is presented. Results and comparison with methods found in the literature are given in section IV. Finally, conclusions are presented in section V.
II. EVALUATED DISTURBANCES
This work uses the same methodology and data as Medeiros et al [1] used in his work research about the influence of the signals preprocessing before the intelligent classifier. Next, a brief description of the process, processing and characterization of the data in four different classes is done.
The problem is divided into four main steps: capturing the signal, pre-processing, definition and classification of descriptors. The first step, which comes to obtaining the electrical signals has been carried out through the oscillography network of São Francisco Hydro Eletric Company (CHESF) and also from the simulation via Transient Alternative Program (ATP). This network consists of 370 oscillographs operation with a sampling rate ranging between 20 and 256 samples/cycle. The signals used in this study were collected in voltage lines levels of 69, 230 and 500 kV, with a rate of 128 samples/cycle during 14 cycles [3] .
The pre-processing stage is to suggest descriptors that characterize the signal variations when deviation from a certain standard is present. For this purpose, wavelet transform is used [6] , for the extraction of important information from corrupted signal, enabling the identification of the electrical signal disturbance in question. This is done by a four steps algorithm [2] :
1) The decomposition of the corrupted signal with different resolution levels, resulting in various wavelet coefficients; 2) Calculation of the energy concetrated in each decomposition level [7] ; 3) Repetition of steps 1 and 2, just for the sinusoidal component of the referece signal, which is obtained from the first cycle of the analized signal, 4) Comparison between the energies concentrated in each level of the disturbance signal and the reference signal (Steps 2 and 3), by the percentage difference between the distributions of energy in each one, using the following relation
where Edis j is the energy content concentrated in level j for the disturbance signal, Ere f j the energy concentrated in level j for the reference signal, and max(Ere f ) is the maximum amount of energy from the reference signal. Medeiros et al [2] shows, from applications, that is necessary to reduce the phase delay between the reference signal and the signal with disturbances so the classification stage has a better result. This can be done using a reference signal built from the registered signal.
The third step, which deals with the descriptors definition, is performed from the decomposition of signals from the previous step. The data to be classified are defined from 10 descriptors as presented in Table I .
After the descriptors were computed, four disturbances classes are defined according to Table II. The final step is the classification. It is performed by the application of classifiers based on artificial neural networks. This work, uses the hybrid algorithm developed for modular networks architectures with multilayer perceptron. A comparison is done with the results obtained in this system with other multilayers perceptrons trained with the resilient backpropagation (RPROP).
III. HYBRID ALGORITHM
For the training of the modified modular network new algorithm was developed, adapted according to Jacobs and Jordan [16] algorithms,for the model of gaussian mixing associative, and also the erro backpropagation algorithm, by Level where occurred the second maximum percentage difference 5
Third maximum percentage difference 6
Level where occurred the third maximum percentage difference 7
Fourth maximum percentage difference 8
Level where occurred the fourth maximum percentage difference 9
Fifth maximum percentage difference 10 Level where occurred the fifth maximum percentage difference including the calculation of the descent gradients. Before we discuss it, some conventions should be given.
The modular network proposed has MLP experts (indexed by i, i = 1, ..., k) with L Esp i layers (indexed by l, l = 1, ..., L Esp i ) with q (l)Esp i neurons in each layer (indexed by j, j = 1, ..., q (l)Esp i ). And also a MLP gating network with L Pas layers (indexed by ( l = 1, ..., L Pas ) with q (l)Pas neurons in each layer (indexed by j; j = 1, ..., q (l)Pas ). The neurons activation fuctions in all networks can be linear or non-linear.
A. First step
The first step of the algorithm is the calculation of a priori probality associated to the i-th layer neuron output of the gating network
where u (l) i (n) is the i-th output neuron of the l-th layer from the gating network, is giving by
where ϕ (l) p i is the derivative function from the activation potential v (l) p i (n) from the i-th neuron of the l-th from the gating network v (l)
where a (l) i j is the weight associated to the j-th neuron input i from the layer l from the gating network.
B. Second step
The second step of the algorithm is responsible to evaluate the the values of a posteriori probabilities h i (n) associated to the output i-th neuron from the output of the gating network, described by
where d(n) is the desired response and y e (k) i (n) is the actual response of the neuron i from the layer l of the k-th expert
and ϕ 
C. Third step
The work contribution is shown on the third step, where the incrementation in synaptic weights of the modular network is done with the multiple layers. The synaptic weights from the networks experts are updated according to the, followin equation
where η is the learning rate, and the gradient δ 
where e i is the difference between d i and y e (k) . The gradient for the neurons of hidden layers is computed as
The synaptic weight update of the gating network is done through a (l)
where the output layer gradient is obtained by
The error is the difference between h i and g i . The gradient of hidden layers is calculated by
Thus the error backpropagate from the gating network to its hidden layers. To increase the algorithm's efficiency the momentum term and delta-bar-delta rule was implemented as ∆w ji (n) = α∆w ji (n − 1) + ηδ i (n)y i (n) (13) where α is the momentum term and is usually a positive value. The delta-bar-delta works in function of the error comportament and change the synaptic weight update by
where D ji and S ji are defined by
and
where ξ is positive constant. The D ji quantity is a current partial derivative error value w ji synaptic weight. The S ji (n) parameter is sum of actual and early partial derivative error value w ji synaptic weight.
IV. RESULTS
For the classification step two sets of data were used: the first one for training and the second one for validation. The training set consists of 800 normalized patterns characterized by 10 descriptors according to Table I and 800 patterns  formed by 4 output values according to Table II . (With data obtained directly from real oscillograph records and also from simulated data by the ATP software.)
For validation set 344 input patterns were used with data obtained from the oscillographs. For example, a pattern belonging to class 1 has as a vector output column [1 0 0 0] T .
For the development of modular network architectures is necessery consider the architectures developed by Medeiros et al [1] . Accordingly, it is proposed the equivalence between the number of free parameters and the number of nonlinearity present (neurons) in the network. Considering the best result obtained from his work, the architecture has 10 input values, 10 neurons in the first hidden layer, 40 neurons in the second hidden layer and 4 neurons in the output layer, with an architecture [10→10:40:4]. It is equivalent to have an architecture of 660 free parameters, and 54 neurons. The Table III shows the multilayer perceptrons architecture and modular networks created.
The modular networks have been implemented using C++ language utilising the GNU gcc compiler version 4.1.2, on the GNU/Linux platform. The four modular architectures presented in Table III were trained with different learning parameters. The algorithm learning rate (η) was evaluated in a range of values between 0.001 -0.40, with distint rates for experts networks and gating networks. The number of epoch in training has been estimated between 500 and 1000. Table IV shows a comparison between the sucess percentage in the classification of the validation data set. It is being presented the best results in both architectures. The accuracy values for modular networks were obtained from the average of 10 training executions in each architecture. In this case, the validation data set efficiency of the MOD-0 network was 100 From Tables IV and III it can be seen that the modular networks with the proposed algorithm reach a high amount of accuracy (approx. 100% of accuracy) results not achieved with a MLP network. As expected, a reduction of free parameters of different architectures for modular networks, entails a reduction in learning ability. This is striking in the case of networks MOD-1 and MOD-0, when the reduction of parameters was from 280 to 196 (30%) in neurons from 36 to 30 (approximately 16.7%), an average reduction of accuracy in 1.02 %. In these cases, analyzing the data of training and the confusion matrix, it is observed that the difficulty of learning comes from class 3 (transient).
In order to present the modular network behavior, graphics were generated from the output provided by experts networks, the gating network and the global output modular network. Figure 2 presents a global response from the modular network MOD-0, after a 500 epochs traning, in the classification of 344 patterns from validation data set, and the points from 1 to 86 in the horizontal axis, belonging to class 1, 87 to 172 (class 2), 173 to 258 (class 3) and 259 to 344 (class 4). The curves represent the extent of each individual output from the network for the input data. According to the analysis above, the classes are well identified. And in particular, range of points between 230 and 250, there is a close choice between the classes 2 and 3, however, in the worst situation since the value assigned to class 3 in the region is 220.73% higher than the value assigned to the class 2, thus ensuring a stability of the selection.
The Figure 3 shows the gating network output for 344 patterns from the validation data set. The output is represented by 3 curves, each one assigned to a function of probability in the selection of a particular expert. Thus, the first output assigns a value of weighting in the output provided by expert 1 in combination of global output. Similarly the output 2 and 3 take the networks experts 2 and 3, respectively. For patterns of class 1 and 4 the gating network provides greater value to expert network 1 and, for patterns from classes 2 and 3, the gating network provides greater values to expert networks 2 and 3, respectively. Therefor, it can be conclud that there was a specialization of components of the modular network (expert networks) in certain sub-data of the data used to train and validate the network. Figure 4 shows the appropriate classification for the elements of class 1 validating therefore, the output of the gating network, when attaches the greatest likelihood of adjustment to the first expert. In Figures 5 and 6 there is a better classification of data for classes 2 and 3, if compared to the classification assigned by expert 1, characterizing again a good choice done by modular network. Finally, for the class 4, the gating network provides greater weighting to the expert network 1, although the others three networks classify properly, the first is the one that presents the greatest value of extent in the selection.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The results of the training show that the use of the proposed algorithm for the modular multilayer architectures obtained adequate results. Considering the proposal equivalence between architectures, modular networks reached higher values than simple multilayers perceptron networks (MLP). Reduced architectures were evaluated, but instability occurred, causing the convergence were not achieved in all cases.
As further steps, it is proposed a thorough study on efficiency of the algorithm in modular networks, including an assessment of the processing time and also the addition of elements such as momentum term and the delta-bar-delta rule.
